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Media unveils low budget, lar-g e problem·s
The Media Board of Control
has announced its Student
Activities Fees . Budget requests for fiscal 1975-1976
within their total allotment of
$60 ,000, down $3,000 from last
year's total granted by the
Student Senate in April. Chairman of the Board, Dave
Moyer, asked last ·week for
Media members Apocalypse,
Image, Print, Que Ondee Sola,
WZRD-Radio, and Relics-Yearbook to approve the funds
which will be used to operate
for one year beginning July 1.
The budget requests totals
for ·the Media Board are:Apocalypse $1,600 (up $200
from last year), Image $3,300
(down $1,810), Print $21,200
(down $7,800). Que Ondee Sola
$7,200 (up $2,151), WZRDRadio $6,984 (up $1,809), Relies-Yearbook $20,000 (down
'$1,886. ). $900 will be kept in the
Media Board reserve account
for supplemental use.
Budget problems became
evident several weeks ago
when the Senate decided to use
$20,000 of Student Activities
Fees to expand Health Services in the University. The
Boards of Control (Media,
Athletics, Commuter Center
Activities Board, Fine Arts,
Independent Clubs, and Student Senate) met several times

and Student Senate $27,000.
The Senate met in special
session the next day to discuss
the committee's proposals and
accepted all except that of
CCAB, which was cut down to
$60,000.
Media officers w~re especially concerned about the cut

to discuss the allocation of the
remaining $302,099 for Activi- ·
'.ties. · Meetings had no resolu:_.
tion until April 17, when the
Committee made its final reco_inmenda tion:
Ah tletics
$70,000, CCAB $70,599, Media
$60,000, Fine Arts $40,500,
Independent Clubs $34,000,

because of the radical increase
in the cost of contracting for
printing and broadcasting
(about 20 per cent). Media
contractuals consist of about
75 per cent of the entire
. budget requests.
Another conti-oversal issue
of the Board was that of

Personal Services, that is,
compensation for work done in
the organization. According to
Print Editor Robert J. Kosinski, "When we found out that
we would have to make extensive cuts in the Board's
budget, I understoQd from
(Continued on page 2)

Media ·Board Budget Requests

:
1
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Image
Personal Services
Contractual
Travel
Commodities
Equipment

$5110
-0$1998
-0$ 852

Print
Personal Services
Contractual
Travel
• Commodities
Equipment

$29,000
$2800
$25,000
-0$ 9QO
$ 300

$2300

74/75 Budget

75/76 Request

74/75 Budget
Apocalypse
$1300
Personal Services
-0Contractual
$ 650
Travel
-0Commodities
$ 650
Equipment
-:- 9 -

~

· 75/76 Request

$1600
-0$1800
- 0$ 800
-0-

Que Ondee Sola
Personal Services
Contractual
Travel
Commodities
Equipment

$5049
$ 620
$3829
-0 $ 600
- 0-

$7200
$ 700
$5400
$ 300
$ 500
$ 300

,$3300
-0$ 250
-0$ 150
$2900

WZRDRadio
Personal Service·s
Contractual
Travel
Commodities
Equipment

$5175
-0$1300
$ 300
$191 5
$1660

$6984
- 0$3955
$ 300
$1690
$1039

$21,200
$2000
$18,400
-0$ 600
$ 200

Yearbook-Relics
Personal Services
Contractual
Travel
Commodities
Equipment

$21,~86
$2800
$19,086
-0-0-0-

$20,000
$3600
$15,000
-0$ 65Q
$ 750

/ ; 1,

No bar n:iitzvahs f or menopause, says Bart
by J.C. Wynn
- middle-aged women returning
"Age is an important factor -~o_.'.'~ho?l, a s1c1bject on which
in life, " said Dr. Pauline Bart. she speaks with authority,
"Aging is mostly a women's having returned to school at·
problem, because there are · age 31 with two children to
more older women in society, raise. Bart received her Ph.D.
and because society has a . from UCLA in 1967, and is a .
double standard_of aging. "
sociologist at the University of
Dr. Bart spoke Thursday,
Illinois Medical Center. She
May 22 in the A-Lounge about has done extensive research on

Sociologist Pauline Bart [Photo by Paul Manda].

depression in middle-aged women · and on how women can
obtain
non-sexist
psychotherapy.
Dr. Bart's talk, concentrated
on the problems of middle- .
aged women returning· to
school after they ll,ave raised a
family. She pointed out that
" while all adults returning to .
school experience a sense of
isolation, the . problem increases with age and is most
acute in middle-aged and older
women.''
' ' Returning
women
are
characterized by a feeling of
insecurity, " said Bart. "Most
have moved away from a sex
. based identity to a work based
identity." She sees many women as " casualities of the
feminine mystique; those who
feel that 'society owes it to
me'." Many women are ·being
driven back to school by rising
costs, which demand a 2nd
family income. Most of these
women," said Bart, "are middle-class and want 'clean' jobs,
not factory or waitress work. "
Bart cites the rising divorce

rate as another major factor in
women's returning to school.
"Many women are aware of
the need to be able to support
themselves and are preparing
for this contingency, " she said.

. "Alimony · and child support
are not dependable sources of
income for divorced women;
and not because men are
bastards, but because most
(Continued on page 4)

Fees head angered
by Athletic's neglect
by Robert J. Kosinski
Mik'e Newman, chairman of
the Fees and Allocations Advisory Committee to the Student Senate, said on May 23
he was upset because members
of the Athletic Department did
not contact him regarding
their dissatisfaction with the
$70,000 budget alloted to them
by the Senate.
"You'd think that one of the
first persons they would go to
would be the chairman of Fees
and Allocations, " said Newman, "yet they didn't send me
a copy of memo telling about
the meeting."
Newman was referring to an
Athletic Department meeting
held on May 16 in which

various members of the department, led by Chairman Isadore
Salario, presented their opinions and grievances ·concerning their $10,000 budget cut to
Student Senate President Tom
Lasser.
At that meeting, Salario
said that the department would appeal the Senate's
decision to J ose Morales, VicePresident of Student Services ,
and to University President
James Mullen,. if necessary.
Salario and Gus Ziagos, Physical Educa tion Director, said
that "the Student Fees money
belongs to Mullen and he has
the power to overturn any
decision the Senate makes
(Continued on p~e 3)
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Letters to the e .d itor
.
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#B114. You are still welcome
Northeastern.· My servtces
Print, ,
to know the truth. ·
range from posting bond monThank you for a very fine
Which brings me to the , ey for vets, to doing anything
·article on my resignation as •
point of this letter. I feel that
else that will enhance the vets
Coordinator of Women'. s Proyou (Print), let me down. Not
orderly transition into Northgrams in last week's Print. H
only as veterans coordinator,
eastern Illinois University.
was extremely well written and
There have · been mistakes
but as reader and student as
brought attention to the probwell, for unfair report.ing,
niade by O.V .A. (Office · of
lems . that many of us are
namely iillowing partially reVetera~s Affairs). There have
confronting in our . efforts to
sea.r ched articles to prejudice
been mIStakes by every other
direct programs at UNI.
the minds of 12,000 students
Dept within the university.
I really appreciate the coverand . other members of · the
I have worked hard at
age, but your presentation and
gaining rapp9rt and confidence
. careful approach to the issues • university community . .
When I . say prejudice •I
of the veterans that I serve.
I am trying to raise . by .
mean to pre-judge ·withcmt
When ·a vet comes• to me, . I
resignation are even more
soliciting all of the facts. I do . don't "big shot," I exert the
important. . Again,
many
think that it is . extremely
initial vibrations that allow us
thanks.
impor:tant, · that any kind · of
to deal "man to man," comJean Gillies
.• media which has influence .op.
fortability. So if this working
Dear Print,
the attitudes, interpersonal
relationship that I have · built
I wouldlike to thank you for
. and working relationships becan be salvaged let it be done
the service that all of the vets
tween its readers, should adnow. Could you, Robert Kosinof the U .N.I. community have
here to some workable editorial
ski, editor of Print, imagine
received . from your, "V~ts
policy. I do not consider this Jimmie Ross, veterans coordiSnafu" article. That article
to be a strike back at "Print"
nator, doing a "Super Heavy"
w~s written by a Ms. Robandt.
or Ms. Robandt, but I. am, negative character -assisination
Ms. Robandt, who has au·
whether you doubt it or not, , on you, and how you do your
thored
several . interesting
seriously concerned about editor "thing" without . even
pieces i,Il' Print, shows great
veterans and the total univer- calling your number-or coming
potential toward being a sue;
sity community.
by your office .and seeing that
cessful writer.
• The school newspaper has . maybe I · have a suggestion
Had she not been victimized
an important function to · a that would help ·the whole .
by her own prejudice I am
university community. I feel situation, wanting to relate,
quite sure that Ms. Robandt to
tr ying to do my job, coordinattbat there should be outlets for
be fair , would have con- ·
pers~mal expression: I feel that • ing veterans affairs.
· tacted the "Veterans Coordina, Jimmie Ross
there is most definately a need
tor" . I believe . that she is
for factful researching and
knowledgeable enough as a
~eporting, distinctions must·be Dear Editor:
writer, and as ·associate editor,
I question the validity ofDr.
made between the two.
to know that when you are
I have been employed by the Isadm:;e Salario's statement in
· researching -and wntmg - an- university as veterans coordi- last week's Print that · "Stu-article you should most defi- . nator for a little over one and ·.dent fees money belongs to the
nitely get some feedback from
one half years. I~ this year and president of the university . .
the object of that article. My
'' The $18 . Activity Fee
a half, I have worked on "all
extension is 369, my office
fronts" for the vets here at students are required to pay
each trimester supports .exuacurricular activities for students, not the president of the
university.
DURING THE SPRING sary to meet requirements in a
Regarding the budgetary
1975 TERM, STUDENTS department major. " •S_uch
MAY OPT FOR PASS/FAIL · courses include not only those
BY COMP,LETING APtaught by a given department,
PROPRIATE FORMS IN but also courses that may be
THE RECORD OFFICE THE . taught in other departments
J.C. Wynn
WEEK OF JUNE 2 THRU that are requirements for the
The season of the "boiled
JUNE 6, 1975.
major. Check the undergradulobster" look is here again. As
Students who opt for a ate catalog to see whether
sure as the damp chill of
Pass/ Fail grade are not eligi- there are courses required for
Spring is · followed by Sum'ble to receive the Honors or the major that are . taught
mer's humid heat, many fey
High Honors notation on the outside of the department.
young · things will rush out
Students who have not · degrade report form during that
onto the sun and overcook
Term or Trimester, .eveo _if the cided on a major or change
their flesh.
Terms, or Trimester, · · grade major a~d take t>ass/Fail credA little caution and common
point average is above 4.0.
it in a course retJUired for what
sense can avoid considerable
· However, the student may later becomes a major requirepain. Overexposure to the sun
GRADUATE with Honors or ment,_"the (P-F ) ,Vade may be
can affect even black-skinned
High Honors.
. changed to a grarled status if persons. Exposure to the sun
The Pass/Fail policy states degartmental re;julations reshould be on .a gradual basis.
that "this option (P-F) DOES quire such a cha nge."'
The lighter your skin the. more ·
NOT apply to courses necescaution you need to exe~cise.

my

The pass-fail .option

.

~

j

i

In the saq1e article it was
dispute over whether athletics
should receive $80,000 "'or shown that th.e _B oard of
Governors progral,ll · is receiv$70,000, of student fees money,
ing
$22W.There are expected
perhaps Dr. Salario and· the
other members of the Athletic . to be 1,000 students in that
Board should read the article _program by the end of this
on last week's front · page year. Can't the Athletic Board
perceive a discrepanc.y between
concerning the Center for Prowhat
they feel they have to
gram Development's budget. ·
·have
ap.d
what other programs
They will notice that the
are getting? ·
Women's Studies program was
The students at UNI have
allotted $3900. . Since women
paid
every single expense (e.g.,
comprise about 60% (about
conference
costs, sweatshirts,
6,000 peop}e) of this .university's enrollment, I would think. T-shirts; gym shoes, medals,
etc.) for 350 meiiibers of the
it would seem a little unfair to
student body. If $70,000 for
the members of the Athletic
350 athlete_s isn' t enough, · I
Board that their 350 athletes
can't get by on less than just don't sympathize · with
you people.
$80,000 to be properly supDiane Dockery
nort.Prl

Media unveils low budget •. .
(Continued from page 1) ·

Dave Moyer that • Personal
Services would be the first to
go, so I didn't include any in
our (Print) original request.
However, when Dave told me
that Que Qndee Sola and
Relics had applied for those .
funds ; I dreamed up a token
sum of $2000 for our . six
officers. It wasn't until a few
days ago that I found out that
·Relics not only _retained their
2800, but had requested an
$800 increase. In view of the
cuts which .we (Print) have had
· to make I think that this is
obscene."
Kosinski added, " I'm sure
that they deserve the money,
but I was perfectly prepared to
waive any salary. Any institution that is not worth making
sacrifices for, certainly is not
worth preserving. We ·m ust
remember who will be paying

those salaries. "
Kosinski said that he would
not return the signed ballot of .
approval for the budgets hoping that this _would be registered as a dissenting vote.
· Moyer says that most of the
budgets will have to be ·relieved by supplemental requests throughout the year,
but due to the decline in the
amount of reserve monies, the
amount of supplemental bud- .
gets approved will be minimal,
according to Senate President
Tom Lasser.
Approval of th~ budgets is
almost certain since the members of the Fees and Alloca't ions Advisory Committee to
'the Student Senate agreed to
let the bulk of the decision rest
on the individual Boards of
Control.

No fun fo be a lobster
An initial exposure of 15
lines. That is, if you're not
minutes on the first day,
shut up im~ide from blistering.
increasing the tun~. by five
Third degree burns can result
minutes on each of the next
from the sun, and require a
four days, is a safe program
doctor's care.
for fair-skinned persons. SubA sunburn is temporary but
sequent exposure should be
painful. There are longterm
based on redness and tendereffects of repeated and persistness.
. ent exposure to the sun. The
A suntan may be considered
occurance of skin cancer has
the healthy, sexy look,-but the
been linked to laying out in the
painful, red look of the "boiled
sun too much. And don't
lobster" will -exclude you from• forget the aging effects of the
any of the contact sports and
sun; leathery'; wrinkled, sagleave you sitting on the sideging skin.

JOBLESS COLLEGE GRADUATES. .

QUALIFY FOR
TODA Y'S JOB MARKET

The Staff

in just 3 to 6 months
The Print is the campus newspaper
f« Northeastei n Illinois University. ·
Published weekly, this paper is paid for
by student fees and is largely the work
i,t Northeastern . Students. Material
published herein "111 not. to be confused
with views expreseed ,by the University_
adminisbaliofl. Print is located in E-214,

phone 583-4G60,

ext.

-468.

Ecfltor:· Robert Kosinskl .
Managing Editor: Jeff Clever
Associate Editor : Mary Robandt

Sports Editor: Pauline Philipps
Business Manager:. Rita Harmata
Photo Editor: Paul Manda

STAFF: Nancy Bartosch, Jeff
Clever, Diane Dockery, Nancy
Driscoll, St~phen Flamich, Peg
Gorman, Jean lkezoe, _
D olora
Jung, Pennie Lopinski, Jeff
Markowski , Pat Morrison, Pat_
O ' Brien, Dan Pearson, Greg
Poland , George Tafelski, Joe
Wynn

Getting your foot in the· door, any door, is harder than
ever this year for grads . or undergrads. Choose a
MacCormac intensive business course . An investment
of time in our summer session will prepare you for a
variety of important openings in business.
Our accelerated curricula for " _
DOERS" help give you
the right answers when your interviewer asks, "What
can you do?" You can master our intensive courses in
either 3 or 6 mon ths .

For further information, call 922-1885

MacCorrii3C

3 2 7 S . L A SALL E. S T .

•

C H ICAGO, ILL . 6 0604
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Parenthesis Late grades? Here's why
.

.

,

.

.

.

.

a

by Pat Morrison
year ago the Board · ·of oiie faculty member holds up
Late grades can be caused
Governors voted in .an outside that . maliy grades, " . Cook
. by M. L. Robandt
.
.
by many problems; some hu- · . agency . tQ re-do the · current added "Then we get 200 ppone
When Flip Wilson sashayed onstage shrieking, "The debbil . man, some divine (i,e., comput- . .
computer · software systems. calls!· It . creates a lot of
made me do it!", everybody laughed. Who's laughing now, when er); ' according to Eric Moch, .
"At the same tiJDe that this difficulties for the office." .
,
every department, program, project; service shrieks (or more • Director of Admissions, . and
agency is learning the intricate .
Cook spoke of a new prolikely, whines) " The COMPUTER made me . do it!" - '_'T,~e Regis~rs Barbara Cook and
. nc;tture of ·.· our grade report · c.e dure for missing grades that
BUDGET made me do it!" .- "The APATHY made me ~o it! ? Erwin Glicken. , .
forms ,. they are also developing - was instituted for the January- .
. Whenever anything goes wrong at Northeastern, whenever the
A larger nui:nber of students . .
a new system," he s~id., _ThE.J Apra' 1975 terin: The systelll
New F rontier .or the Seco~d Coming seems like Nixon's light .at t han usual were · concerned·
new system :is being developed used to be entirely manual, but
the end of the tunnel, one (or two, or all) of these three bogies are about what happened to their
in " fun cooperation " with is now .computerized. As . of
trottdi out as excuse. The limits of .credulity are always being . grade . repo~ts for . the .. last
Northeastern . and may be . in now, most of the grades have
. strained; the limits of optimism that " except for .th is one little (Winter 1975) 'trimester. ·Acoperation by September')976. . been sent for that term.
problem, everything js .perfect, " ·are endles,s. I can driv,e my~elf, cording . to . Glicken, however, .
At' present; " tb:ere are so ·
Cook also sees part of . the
mad worideririg if all these people really believ.e ano_ther machme "The percentage oflate grades .
many comptiter cards to wor~ problem in · t he trem~ndous
or another project will -solve it all ; or just hope WE do.
. ..
was no higher last term than
with, that inistakes wiil · be growth Northeastern has ex; ·
. The Comlluter, the Budget, and Apathy are,p~rf~ct scapegoats for any other term. " Some of .
made, " Moch admitted . . "Of per~enced in enrollment. Origird
for problell).s in planning or execution_ (a ·. fitting wo ) of the reasons he cited· for "nor- .
coU:rse, we want to get · the I\Blly, there were 2,400 stuimprovements on campus. No one individual has to be named, mal" delays that occur each .
gra,des out . faster. We don't , dents ; now there are almost
thus jeopardizing some future alliance. No omf !ndividual is ever term are: instructors not sendwant all the phone calls from
10,000. If each student has, ori .
held responsible for anything; w.e have no. Harry Truman, a nd the ing, their . grades in on time;
people·· who haven't receivE_ld
the average; five class!Js, that
buck just keeps on p·assing. ·. · · · .
·
programming (of the computtheir grades." Moch said that · means he has five computer .·
. The Computer has. been blamed twice in the last two weeks for . er) errors; and a certain
"70%. of our time is. spent on ·. cards. For the school as · · a
screw-~ps ranging froni late grades to 18:te YA checks; Mr. Ross number of students who · have
computer and . coniputer re- · to~l, 10,000 such ''average"
of the Veteran's Office and Moch-, •Cook, and Glicken of the . duplicate ' numbers (which the
lated problems."
·
, students means 50,000 cards
Recm;'ds and Admissions .Offices have attributed problems in computer won't accept).
· Ms'. Cook · explained the each term.
their areas to computer fouFups. Mr/ Ross, in rightly poi~~ing
"Grades don't .really have to
problem.s .. of . the c~mputer
"We are very much aware of
out my err?r in accepting a second-?8nd defense of his position, be ready until · two weeks after .
system
in
more
detail,
.which
the
flaws in the .system, but
th
(see "Letters','' PRINT, May 23), said later t~aL e foul-up .was the term ·ends," Glicken ex·usually has a human element. . · the percentage of human error
due· to compu~r cards not being up to date for all_ veterans_; and · : plained. "~ven though some
"AU grades come in to .the . is low," Cook said. She added,
in this week's PRI,NT, Ms. Cook and Dr. Moch said ~hat wi th so c;lass may ,not meet after April
Records Office on car9s, are ' " the Records Office is particumany cards; errors are inevitable, and that 70% ~f their en:ors are . 15th, the term may notofficial:;eparated . and sent ··to · the larly sensitive; to serv.ing ·stu. "computer-related". The bulk of both M~: Ross s letter thi s week ly be over .until April 25th or
compu ter · for processing. .If dents, and it'.s . frustrating to
and the article on late grades is composed of these peo~le . so. · Students · expect their
oruy four cards come in, but everyone· when those · needs
passionc;ttely asserting th~ir innocence in the troub~esome affairs, grades two . weeks after their
the student has five classes, · aren't met:" .
of their offices.' Mr, Ross is a tremendously charmmg man, and classes end, and so they think
the computer cannot complete
There is a possibility that
I'm told (hears~y' is · okay in a column) that the Records a?d . their grades are late; when in . it, so it's -held out," Cook · the new system for handling
Admissions Office people are, too. Mr: Glicken .I know as a . reality they arenl
explaine4; The .Records Office grades may be in the form · of
human dynamo who's let me slip through last-minute. late ·
Dr. Moch admitted · that then begins to track down the computerized. tests. That is,
registration so often he kne>ws me at a thousand paces. A sain~. · there are problems· .in the problem. ·
rather than .having .five sepaThese people are no different than ariy others on campus. (Even if · distribution of grade reportsr
" Sometimes it's . problem rate cards to handle, the
they were, woufd we expect them to say, "yes, we:re a bunch of but feels . the situation · is with drop-add,~• Cook . said, .·student will fill · i~ one sheet
indolent slobs who polish our fingernails all day while OIJ>hans_ are getting better. "I realize the "and sometimes it's the fault with a 112 pencil. This system
starving"? Of course not.) EVERYBODY is well·ni~anmg. syst.em is not perfect, " he said,
of a faculty member. One is called OBSCAN and will
EVERYBODY has at least a moderate attachment to domg an "but in the next term or two
faculty
member can hold up also be used by the faculty for
adeqqate.job. The people in Financial Aid who accepted.my six th we hope· there will be marked·
200 grade reports."
"Change ·of Address" form for o~e address change meant well, improvement." Moch said that
(Continued on page 7)
"I'm especially upset when
too. How were they to know the computer padn't updated me
·
from my last W-4 form?
.
.
.
Cont'd from page 1
Ms. Cook "hopes that in June ... all the grades will come out
perfectly. " I can " hope" that I will wake up tomorrow a natural
blonde with a 40 inch bustline, or that my derriere will be made of
green cheese, ~ - If the computer is causing such problems, one
of three things (and all are radical surgery) must be done: make a
B.S. in Computer Sciences a prerequisite for every job on campus
that involves touching a non-manual form; cut enrollment back
to where manual record,.keeping is possible; or sell the wretched regarding it."
Referring to Salario's state- between a club and a team. If
thing and buy a decent Little Theatre for the performing arts
According to Newman, " The
ment thRt "the Senate is
we did distinguish between
department. Anything but more excuses.
.
President can't do a thing
mistakenly equatmg clubs clubs and teams, then athletics
The Budget, an older, more shopworn excuse for problems, is
about the money because those
with athletics. and there has to wouldn't get any activities
still used whenever possible. I offended a nice lady's sensibilities
are student activity fees. If
be a separation" (PRIN'.I', May money because that is in:the other day when I told her frankly that her innovative
they want to appeal a decision
23,
1975), Newman said, tended oruy for the clubs on
program 's raison d'etre sounded just like every other one. The
of the Senate, the place to go
"They
seem to distinguish campus."
plethora of innovative programs, projects and services are
would be to the Student
·wonderfully dizzying - a supermarket of problem-solvers. Here
Affairs Council, and try to
again, however, the fact that . one's innovative program hasn't
work something out."
'saved the world yet is never admitted directly. If "the budget"
can't be blamed, "apathy" will be. Indeed, if you su~stitute
Morales said that he has had
"rebellion" for " apathy " , the problems with traditional and "discussions" with Salario and
invites you to join her at the
innovative programs are identical. Radical surgery again: Ziagos in which he was told of
Consolidate or drop projects that are identical; tell the truth the problems ot tne Athletic
about jµ st what real benefits this "sensitive" and "responsive" Department, but the subject of
program will bring (or, if you're a hard-liner, what towing the his intervention into matters
traditional line will bring in benefits),; and if your goals are regarding Student Fees and
· modest and the Budget or Api,tb:y is really at fault, refuse to the budget have yet to come
function until response is better. WHAT IF service departments up. He added that he has no
Come one, Come ·
refused to carry on under the tyranny of the computer? WHAT knowledge of any intention of
All together we Shqll be
IF Women's Studies, CCAB, the PRINT and a goodly host of the _department to. discuss the
an unbeatable fist fighting
FOR JOBS AND DEMOCRACY
other "Student-centered" functions went on strike against matter with him any further.
AGAINST RACISM AND WAR!l!ll
Governor Walker, the Media Board or S~udent Senate?
(What if I doused myself with kerosene and struck a match ·in
Newman said that despite
front of the Beehive because I lost all my funding?) Forget it claims to the contrary, membring on the excuses ..You know
doing the best I can - under bers of the Athletic Departthe circumstances .. .'
ment had been informed-· of
0

J

Newman ·angered
by budget protest

Ong~laVaats

peoples
BtceutennfaL .f=estrvaL

s~anqy aane29-1:30 pm

I'm

Brandeis used book sale. 200,000 books, May 31-June 8.
Edens '"Plaza, Wilmette, Ill. June 1-6 FREE: 10-.10; ·
Close June 6, 5 pm, bargain weekend, FREE: Sat, June 7,
6-10 pm; Sunday, J~e 8, 10-10.

everything which occurred
with regard to the .• budget
decision-making process in the
Senate, the Fees Advisory ·
Committee, and in the Student
Fees and Allocations Committee.

tnteRnauonaL
arnpbf'tba,ateR.

43rd & Halsted Streets, Chicago
admission $.2. 00
students, unemployed, senior citizens $i. 00
tickets and information:
27 E. Monroe St., Rm. 1203, Chicago, Ill. 60603 312/RA6-9543
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announcements
BLOOD IS LIFE! The Red Cross Blood Drive will be on
campus June 5th and 6th, in the A-Lounge, 9:00 a.m. until 2:00
p.m. Get blood insurance for your whole family for a full year by
giving blood next week!

"MY FAT FRIEND", the Broadway hit about a fat girl
(Tammy Grimes) who becomes a slender sylph with the aid of
love and two male housemates, is open to student discounts
through CCAB. See this Tony award nominee at the Studebaker
by contacting CCAB, Ext. 375.
OUR STAFF IS HAPPY TO CORRECT an omission in the
PRINT, May 16 (Vol. 16, No. 4). John Marks' lecture on the CIA
was sponsored by the Commuter Center Activities Board
(CCAB).
BOB GIBSON FOLK CONCERT AND WORKSHOPS JUNE 5 - immerse yourself in folk music; 1:00 p.m. Afternoon
Concert in the Auditorium; 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. Workshops in
2-031; and 7:00 to 10:00 p.m. Evening Concert featuring Claudia
Schmidt in the Auditorium. Sponsored by CCAB.
·

"RE-ENTRY", a series of workshops on education and job
choices for women, will be held Saturday, June 7, at All Saints
Church, 4550 N. Hermitage. Contact UNI's UPTOWN
CENTER, CENTER FOR INNER CITY STUDIES, or the
INSTITUTE FOR ADULTHOOD (x 664). Main sponsor is the
Women's Educational Resource Center (Ms. Rosalyn Clarke),
Center for Inner City Studies, 4545 S. Drexel, Chicago.
THE STAGE PLAYERS WILL HOLD OPEN AUDITIONS
for their new play, THE STREETS OF NEW YORK, a musical
melodrama. The auditions will be held in the Little Theatre,
Monday, June 2, 7-9:00 p.m. Wednesday, June 4, 4-6:00 p.m. and
Thursday, June 5, 7-9:00 p.m. David Unumb will be directing the
summer show.

CHILDRENS SUMMER SESSION still has openings for
children of students, faculty, and staff; ages 6-14·. The program
starts June 18, and ends August 22. Many exciting activities,
learning experiences, and field trips are planned for the program.
The cost for students' is $15; for faculty and staff, $75. Contact
Ext. 432, or stop up in C-505 Beehive and ask for Colette, Glen or
Dennis if you want to enroll your child or have any questions.
THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT announces a position on
their Student Fees and Allocations Committee. This position is .
open to all students of the UNI community, including graduates
and undergraduates. This committee deals with the budgetary
problems that occur throughout the year, but the biggest bulk of
their work is occuring no"{, since the new budgets ·for the
clubs/organizations must pass the fees policy, and they must all
be checked. This committee is meeting weekly on Tuesdays in
room 0-006, in the classroom building basement. Anyone
interested in this position should either come to the senate·
meeting on June 9, 1975 at 7:00 p.m. in the North Dining Hall, or
contact the office, E-205s, before the above date.

CCAB

New: ·self-service
The Commuter Center Activities Board is experimenting
with a sys~m which allows
students to contact.their favorite entertainers directly.
If you want Chick Corea,
Seals & Croft, or 'The Sting' ,"
says Debbie Nieman, CCAB
representative, "all you have.
to do is come up to our office
three weeks before you want
the event to be on campus.
We'll help you make the
arrangements yourself. "
The new " self-service enter- .·
tainment mart' ' is designed to
combat student apathy towards CCAB events.
"Normally students must
work with the (CCAB) Board
before bringing an event to
campus, but we're hoping the
direct method will satisfy more ·
people," Nieman said.
Students will bring their ·
choices to the Board Committee in charge of their type of•
event; for example, Chick

Corea in Concert Series, "The
Sting" in Film Series, etc.
Board members in Lecture and
Classical Series are also available for information.
With CCAB supplying the
how-to, a student may . call
Corea's agent, for example,
and arrange the contract, perfoqnance date, and equipment,'
as well as publicity, promotion, tickets, and ushers.
"We usually have a fair-togood response to events we
schedule, "
Nieman added,
" but we want more people to
take advantage of the benefits
their Activity Fee pays for_
The self-service mart is a rare
chance for students to have a
direct line to the entertainers
and speakers UNI wants to see
this summer.''
Details and contacting help
is available in E-205N (above
the North Dining Hall), Ext.
375.

Cont'd .from p~. 1
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Bart speaks -on -middle-age
men remarry, and it is hard for
one blanket to· cover two
beds. "
For purposes of discussion,
Bart divides women , into
groups • and labels them as
"Pioneers" (early feminists), ,
"Professionals" (women who
have won careers in spite of
the sexist system), "Penelopes" (women who are husband-centered), and "Port. noy's Mothers" (women who
are child-centered). Bart concentrated her talk on the
middle-aged and older women
in the group labeled Portnoy's
Mot hers. She attributes the
severity -of the isolated feeling
in this group largely to "society's double standard of aging," where usually "the
status of ".\'Omen declines as
they age while the status of
men increases. " Bart sees this
loss of status through age
compounded by the woman's
loss of social role and function
when her children leave home.
"My extensive research on
.depression in, middle-aged women," said Bart, "indicates
that psychiatrists do not recognize menopause as a problem, other than hormonal." .
She pointed out that "crosscultural studies indicate that
menopause problems are probably not hormonal; rather,
they are due to a lack of rites
of passage (ceremonies for
individual status change in
society)."
According to Bart, . "middleage is the time in a woman's
life when her self-image
catches up with reality." This
role reevaluation is "forced on
her," said Bart, "by a change
in her life cycle and by her
children leaving home. Let's
face it, " said Bart, "there are
no bar mitzvahs for menopause."
"Our culture," said Bart,
"waste the knowledge of older
people. We place a higher
value on technological knowledge than on human knowledge."
"All of this," said Bart,
"leads to an absurd situation
in our society. Half the women
are going crazy for want of child day-care, and half of
them going crazy because they
need to be needed."
"Age-intergrated neighborhoods, organized as extended
families ," said Bart, "are a
possible solution to this problem. "The Foster Grandparent
Program, which we have here
in Chicago, has excellent potential 'for supplying roles for
older people. "
"When talking about women
and education, it is important
to remember," said Bart, "that ·
according to current trend·s women will be spending not
more than one-fifth of their
adult lives in rearing preadolescent children. The remaining years are important.
A woman should be a mother
and housewife from choice, not
from a need to excape feeling.,
like a .failure as a human _\:
being."

Dr. Bart' s talk was followed
by a wine and cheese reception
in the Buffeteria. The reception brought to a close the four
'. part ·symposium sponsored by
. the Women's Studies Program
exploring the needs of women
returning to school. Rose Le•vinson, · Assistant to the Coordinator (WSP) and organizer
of the symposium, said her
goals were threefold: to explore the needs of the "Returning Woman" ; to make her
more visible in the UNI
community and help her locate
other returning women; and to
find ways of helping he~ deal
with the sense of isolation
experienced by women entering 'a college campus after

starting or raising a family.
The Returning Woman is
defined by Levinson as "any
woman returning to school
after a break in her education,
for whatever reason, whatever
her age."
As part of Dr. Bart' s discussion Thursday, Levinson invited comments from the audience- of more than 60 people,
including six men. Most of the
comments centered around the
need for counseling services to
be provided by the University.
The concensus was that there
is a need for financial counseling as well as for academic
counseling for the Returning ·
·woman.
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'Popeye .and the Frogs'
-

The King [William J. Norris] and the Duke [Joe Mantegna] cross
swords in Organic Theatre's "Adventures of Huckleberry Finn,
Part Two."

'Huck Firin'
returns

by J.C. Wynn
BRIAN HICKEY (Huck
Finn) picks up his narration
for " HUCKLEBERRY FINN,
Part Two" at the Organic
Theatre, right after the raft he
and Jim (BRUCE TAYLOR)
are riding down the river to
freedom slips past Cairo, Illinois in a fog.
·
Having missed their chance
to enter " Freedom land" ,
Huck and Jim continue drifting down the river where they
become entangled with the
King (WILLIAM J . NORRIS)
and the Duke (JOE MANTE GNA). These two shysters
embroil Huck and Jim'in every
con-game a sucker ever fell for.
The royal imposters are the
vehicle for some of Twain's
best satiric genius. Using
them, he wheels from pithy
analogies of the absurdity of
Kings as leonine characters to
man's blind acceptance of the
bombast of religion.
Mantegna and Norris do
wonders with their characterizations of these two clowns as
prototypes for the royalty of
the industrial age ; the fourflusing salesman, horrible and
hilarious at the same time.
The final episode involves
Jim's capture as a run-away
slave, and Huck's attempts to
free him. It is here that Huck
and Jim rejoin society; riot the

old, confining society they
sought to escape, for it is
dead; but a new society that
offers them the illusion of
freedom .
Tom
Sawyer
(KEITH
SZARABAJKA) shows up to
help Huck free Jim. Keit h 's
Tom is an excellent counterpoint to Huck. He displays the
same naive desire for high
adventure the boys exhibited
while crawling around the cave
in Part One. His dogmatic
insistance on elaborate and
dangerous ritual "because
t hat's how it's done in the
adventure books," underscores
his lack of life experience.
Twain's _best use of Tom as
a character comes in the final
scene. Tom pays Jim $40 for
having his life placed in danger
so Tom could act out his
fantasies . In this Twain effectively shows how the black
man was freed from his chains
of iron, only ·to join his white
brothers of the lower class in
chains of gold.
Bruce Taylor received a
rousing ovation for his per,
formance in this scene. Such a ·
tribute, paid to one member of
an excellent cast, shows the
beauty of his own performance, and the sensitivity of
this larger-than-life saga as a
whole.

OPENS MON., JUNE 2 THRU JUNE 28

..GLORIOUSLY FUNNY."
PETER DUDLEY
-Clive Barnes, N.Y. Times

COOK MOORE

by Dan Pearson
John Frankenheimer says
heroin. Doyle is saved by the
liar with the turf, he doesn 't
that FRENCH CONNECquick thinking of t he English
speak the language. So the
TION II is not a sequel. In
speaking French officer (BerFrench police, with their contithat respect he is right, for the
nard Fresson ) who later takes
nental sense of humor, place
two movies stand on their
Popeye in the position of charge of Doyle's cold turkey
own; the original very well, the
interrogator with an office isolation. It is here t hat Gene
second, not so well. FC II
Hackman as Doyle really
located on a small alcove next
could have just as- easily been
shows his stuff. The agonizing
to the men's room. What
called THE UGLY AMERIDoyle doesn't know is t hat he process of withdrawal is frightCAN PART II or PASSAGE
is the pat sy for the whole eningly portrayed with great
TO MARSEILLES PART II
operation. Everybody is using skill. In one particular scene,
- or how about POPEYE IN
him to find the number one he tries to explain the New
THE
LAND
OF
THE
man. Unfortunately, the num- York Yankees and how to play
. FROGS? But Frankenheimer
ber ol).e man finds Doyle first baseball to his French fellow
stuck with the original title for · and turns him into a junkie.
narc.
the box office appeal that was
The first third of the film is
Hackman is the redeeming
generated by Part I in the
a comedy 'of manners where quality of the picture. The
hope that it would carry over
Doyle tries to carry on a police weak script and the clownish
in his non-sequel.
· investigation without the abili- . character which Doyle has to
The central character of
ty communicate, for nobody play are superceded by the
Popeye Doyle, the · tough cop
speaks English, it seems, in talent and drive Hackman
from New York City, is trans- · this town - at least not to brings to the screen. The
ported to the source of the
Doyle. He can't even order a overlong final chase, done on
French connection, the picdrink until he learns to point foot, which brings the picture
turesque port of Marseilles. H~
and smile alot. The smile, it to an unsatisfying conclusion
is on assignment with the
seems, is international. The are evidence of a director who
French police to find Frog -One
second third turns serious. The doesn't want to be compared.
(Fernando Rey) who escaped
straight, hard nosed cop be- Unfortunat ely, when you call
a t the conclusion of Part I
comes a stumbling, swearing your picture Part II , there is
from New York's finest. Doyle
lump of fle;h, who has to be going to be some comparison.
is on a personal vendetta, but
led to the men's room. When . Marseilles is a beautiful city
he is _out of his element. The
everything has been taken out which Frankenheimer presents
backstreets of Marseilles are
of him, the captors release him with all the charm and friendlinot the alleys of the Big
in front of the police station ness of a one way ticket to
Apple. On top of being unfamifilled with an overdose of Chateau D'If.

..

'Locust' is haunting
"It is hard to laugh at the
need for beauty and romance,
no matter how tasteless, even
horrible the results of that _
need are. But it is easy to sigh. 1
Few thin~s are sadder than.
the truly monstrous."
Nathanael West, "Day of the
Locust"
This may be the best movie
I've ever seen. I have one huge

EVENING"

in

GRAPHIC ARTS
and

JOURNALISM
Photographer
Cartoonist

Reporter

Artist.

Mon .-Thur. 8 PM, Fri. & Sat. 8 :30, Mats. Wed . & Sat. 2 PM

Box Office Opens MON. MAY 26 Also TICKETRON

Researcher

Ad Solicitor
Business Assistant
Circulation Assistant

Proofreader

· print 1

COMEDY WITH MUSIC
OVER ONE YEAR
ON BROADWAY

thousands.
"Day of the Locust" is the
story of California, more particularly, the soft, white, rotten
underbelly of Hollywood; peopied with what pulp writers
love to call "denizens" of
whore-and-rooming
houses
who wait to be called, wait to
be " discovered" , wait to die ; _
(Contmued on page 7)

OPPORTUNITIES

in

"GOOD ·

unfair advantage, though;
having read Nathanael West's
1933 novel, from which it's
closely adapted. The novel is
surely one of the best; and
while the movie is · not as
comprehensive or moving if
one hasn't read the book,
together, they are as satisfying
to the moviegoer as heaving a
brick is to " Locust" s cast of

Mon. thru Fri.

9:00 - 4:00 p.m.

~

-

FOR THEATRE GROUPS OR PARTIES
CALL BLANCHE CE 6-8250

BLACKSTONE
THEATRE

60 E. BALBO
CHICAGO 60605

INFORMATION
CALL CE 6-8240

E-214

ext. -- 454 459
Jt'w

.
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If you're over 21 you can stop reading ·
here. But i{ you're 21 orunder YO:U can start
packing.'Because TWA's Youth Fare is ,
back. And it can save you lots of money
on a flight to Europe.
To qualify, all you have to do is make
·your reservations five days (or less) before
you want to leave. Then leave.
·
You can stay in Europe for as long as
you want. Up to a year.
You can even charge
your trip on TWA's ·
· Getaway* Card and
,·~ extend payments over
time.
So if you're between 12 and 21 call
your Travel Agent or TWA.
But better hurry. Before you know it
you'll be 22.

•

· ~-·~ .~

. Chicagoto: .., . .
Shannon
Dublin
London or Lisbon
Paris, Madrid or Malaga .
Casablanca
Geneva or Zurich
Milan
Vienna ·
Rome
Athens

. Economy
June-Aug.

· Youth Fare .
· June-Aug.

'$818 .
$830
$888 ·
$948 '
$962
$1002
$1036
$1070
$1092
$1258

. $499
$503
$506
$514
$523
$520
$523
$630
$525
$653

Savings

$319
$327
$382
$434
$439
·$482
$513
$440
$567
$605

Ii
,.

l

' J

/

Trans World Airlines.
All fares shown are round-trip.
*Service mark owned exclusively by TWA.

Fares subject to government approv~l. Fares based on Chicago deparn1re.
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Bicentennial celebrates the ·future
,. At a meeting before Christ. mas, the University Bicentennial Committee {a · studentfaculty-administration · group
charged with planning, publicizing, and overseeing B.icen~nnial activities here at UNI)
began discussing suggestions
for events. ·
The theme is "America, the
Reality and the Promise."
Proposals included a history
course on the Military Aspects
of the American .Revolution as
well as . a Phi Alpha Theta
one-day conference of student
papers keynoted by a promi-·
nent historian on the . subject;
a PIE seminar on the .American Dream in the .fall of 1975 ; .
an oral-history project, coupled
with a written history of the
North Park/Albany Park community; a possible cooperative ·
. arrangement \\'.ith the Farming
Museum in Utica, Illinois ; a
special Women in Law cluster
in the University Without
Walls; a film festival; an essay
and poetry contest for local
. high-school and UNI students
on the · theme of interdependence; an examination ot the

future of American higher
educat_ion; a . possible art contest; a panel on the police and
.ninority groups _: their areas
of agreement; and exhibitions
in the UNI library, in local
merchant~• windows, etc.
Two travel-study projects
were presented: one, a summer of '76 student-faculty tour
of revolutionary landmarks
from Boston • to Charleston;
the other, an · examination of .
· the fiftieth state, Hawaii, und<Jr · the theme of "The Americanization ot l'araruse.
'.The above are merely some
of ideas put forth by mem. hers ·of the. committee . . Meantime, the following departments have indicated these
plans:
·•
_
• HEAL TH,
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION, RECREA . TION, and ATHLETICS plan
· to packa~e certain of the_ir
activities . in accordance with
the Bicentennial celebration;
• MUSIC intends to present
a series of student and faculty
programs representing various
aspects of American music ;
• PSYCHOLOGY'S Institute of Adulthood has pro- ·

••

Blood insurance
by J.C. Wynn
The Red Cross Blood Drive
The Red Cross has added a
will be on campus Thursday,
.·new benefit to its Blood
June 5 and Friday, June 6th.
Program this year. GrandparThey will be accepting donaents of the donor are now • tions in the A -Lounge from
·covered for one year.
9:00 a .m. until 2:00 p.m. on
The Blood Program offers a
both days.
ready supply of blood to the
To enter the Blood Program
dqnor and his immediate famiyou must weigh over 110 lbs.,
ly for one year. The immediate
be between the ages of 17 and
family includes parents, grand66. If you have a head cold or
parents, spouse, and children
a history of hepatitis you may
of the donor.
not give blood.

.,

posed a six-part Symposium
The committee already has
dealing with the realities, spesome . funds earmarked for
cial problems, and future task~
Bicentennial activities and
of the adult years;
'hopes to have more.
• STUDENT SERVICES,
The purpose of the celebrafinally, hopes to dedicate ' the . tion should be to consider the
new . Commuter Center . Build~ past objectively with a view to
ing as part of the Bicentennial.
a better university, communiAlso they hope to book the
ty, country, and world.
Continental Theatre ComThe celebration at UNI is
tentatively scheduled from
pany 's touring production of
"1776" for a spring 1976
July 1, 1975, to December 31 ,
showing on campus as well .as · 1976. The bulk of the· activities, however, will take place
to arrange for the Biceniennial
<luring the 1975-76 academic
Cross-Country Wagon Train
Show to make a ·stop here. ·
year, beginning in September.

~

'.' The Bicentennial Committee would like to hear from
other departments programs,
clubs, and individuals," Dr.
Feldman, CPD Director said.
"What kind of activities would
you like to see happen, or,
better yet, help to happen?"
Suggestions will be accepted
by Judith Bree, Co-Coordinator, UNI Bicentennial Activities, through campus mail or
extension · 271. Deadline for
suggestions is, appropriately
enough, July 4, 1975·.

cont'd .from page 5

Day of the Locust
and peopled with average
Americans in dreary bungalows waiting to be thrilled,
waiting to be sated, waiting to
die.
The main characters conduct
their personal affairs with the
same distracted, somnambu.listic fury that moves the premiere -r iot crowd. (Director
John Slesinger flashes headlines blaring the parallel Nazi
expansion, a nice touch. ) ·
· Faye Greener (Karen Black)
is the pathetic tease whose
fantasies of stardom are no
more wretched than her suitors' fantasies of beddip.g her
(which they continue to try,
even though, as West wrote,
"if you threw yourself on her,
it would be like throwing
yourself from the parapet of a
skyscraper . .. you couldn't
expect to rise again . . . your
teeth would be driven into
your skull like nails . . . ")
Homer (Donald Sutherland
at his homeliest) is the sadeyed, middle-aged Midewesterner whose life has been one
big n~thing until he meets
Faye. When forty years' passion erupts at once, such men

snake-oil salesman (with soft
are worse · than dangerous;
shoe and heart trouble, yet) is
they are the ecstatic, mechanical agents of a cosmic crucifi- perfect, as is Sutherland, as
.xi9n. Onl/ · Todd (William ·usual.
The final scene is the most
Atherton), part-time artist and .
set designer, is aware. He has · horrifying thing I 've ever seen
a vision of cataclysm, but the on film ; Todd's vision turned
dream factory gets him, too, in real. For once, the ads don't
exaggerate; "it could have
the shape of a slutty dress-exhappened in hell"; a Dantetra. Todd is ' another sleepesque hell where each gets the
walker, Yale inan or-no.
hell he's been earning and
"Locust" is irritating in the
main, too episodic and slow- longing for without knowing
it. The surrealistic method is
moving. Watching the main
characters is like watching confusing for those unfamiliar
May-flies perform a protracted with the book; where does
reality end and Todd's nightmating-dance; one wishes they
mare-painting begin? Maybe it
would just get on with it and
doesn't matter; . true horror
die. Karen Black carries her
always has a dream-like qualilittle-girl-vamp routine too far,
ty. F or those who· missed the
but occasionally we glimpse
Almount rock-fest riot, see this
what drives her lovers to her.
Bµrgess Meredith ·as ·her film. In spite of its considerable flaws, ''Day of . the
father, broken-down clown and
Locust" haunts me still:

Late grades cont 'd fro m
turning in grades. She said
that although this would elimi·nate the problem of a missing
card holding back the other
four, it still would not eliminate the problem of a faculty ,

pg. 3

member not turning in any
grades a~ all. Cook still ex_pressed hope that "in June, all
the grades 'will come in, be
processed, and all of them will
come ciut perfectly." · ·

- 197.S--

J UN E

THURS D A Y
Bob Gibson shares his music with UNI, at con~rts and
workshops. all day June 5. .

7:15 P.M. in the UNICORN
ANNUAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION MEETING
WITH
President James H. M;,Uen and UNI professor John Powers author of the
best-selling novel, "The Last Catholic in America.
·
'
ALSO: Media presentatioli, Art Purchase Award, general business meeting and
refreshments. MUST ATTEND.
·
'
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WANTEd
Apocalypse needs new members
and poems for publishing. If
interested in poetry, drop off your
name and or poems in our mailbox
located next to the typing room or
write Rose Lesniak, 6944 W.
George St. Chicago, 60634.
Roomate wanted for 2 bedroom
apartment, a few blocks ·from
Northeastern, behind park -on

2, June, 1975

•. Foster Ave. near the river and by
lots of trees. Your share $80 per
month. Move in by June 1. Call
John at 478-8934.
Wanted: Roomate in a five room
apartment. Own room at 3644 W
Leland Ave., one block south· of
Lawrence· & Central Park, fifteen
·minutes. by foot to UNl. , Rent is
$60.00. per month plus utilities
(gas, electric, phone) Call 463-0720
· after school hrs or 583-4050 ext
287 or 423 during school hrs. Ask
for Victor.

Camp Reinberg Environment
Best offer takes four year old
Awareness Center, Palatine, Illi- AKC Male Cairn terrier. Needs
nois has a summer job opening for . company. Excellent watchdog; yet
an associate unit leader. If you are
extremely friendly. Call English
preparing to work with children
Dept. between 9:00 a.m. an1 5:00
and wish to · add outdoor experip .m., ext. 8120
ence to your background, contact
Dr. Barbara Winston, Department
. pERSONAls
of Geography and Environmental
Studies, ext. 791 or 780.
Fools names & fool's faces are
Sublet: July J; 4 room ; 2 bedroom
always seen in public places, so
garden apt. Devon and Kedzie.
my mother always says.
175.00 a month, near Kimball bus.
.Signed Mike
743-2886, 7-12 p.m.

Hey Joe,
Sure do miss seeing your face.
How about a vacation by the
seashore?
Ellie
Laurie,
How much is that doggie in the
.window? Miss seeing you in .the
dungeon. What's new sweetie?
Thought . you'd like reading
something " personal"!
Signed,
Two of the three

SPORTS

j

Larry, We never run into each
other any more - I guess we'll
have to make an appointment.
How about dinner some night?
Jack and Tina

Softball

Dear Patti,
I certainly appreciate reading your .
personals to me in the Print.
Maybe, sometime, I will see you in
your office in E205S without your
knowing it, of course. There is
nothing new with me and I hope
everything is OK with you. Have a
nice day, sweety. The Phantom.

end
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Coed lntramurals Jumping to great heights to achieve a po~erful
overhead spike as the opposing team tries to block.

by Nancy Bartosch
The Northeastern Women's ·
Softball Team raised their
record to 4-1 by completing
dominating Judson College
26-1 in their game last
Wednesday. UNI made it no
contest after the 2nd inning
when they exploded for 17
runs on 9 hits. The scoring was
led by shortstop Cathy De
Franceschi who batted in 6
runs on 3 singles and a home
run. Donna Sokolowski, Linda
Miranda and Dodo Kaspar
also had homers and together
they batted in 7 runs. Joyce
Palmquist, Paula Patterson

Chairinall defends
by J. R. Ladd
made an agreement and then
Chairman Board of Governors
could not fulfill it. Mr. Davis
also asked if the Board would
There has been some publiciact as its own bargaining
ty given to one of my remarks
agent or it it would delegate
at the May meeting of the
that authority; if the Board
Board of Governors. In one
case part of the remark was
would want to bargain on a
system-wide basis or universiquoted out of context with the
allegation that I regard the
ty-by-university. His amend- ·
faculty as my enemy. In
ment called for a Task Force to
address itself · to these quescontext I was referring to the
tions. The answers and recomamendment to the Ad Hoc
mendations of the task force
Committee recommendlition as
offered by Mr. Leon Davis and· would enable the Board to vote
promptly, choosing one of the
the reasons he stated for
following alternatives:
offering that amendment. In
1. Enter
into
Collective
his prefatory remarks, Mr.
Bargaining with the faculty
Davis asked if the Board had
the right and authority to · · with enabling legislatfon.
2. Enter into
Collective
enter into collective bargaining ·
Bargaining with the faculty
in the absence of legislation.
He expressed concern about without legislation.
3. Do not enter into Collecwhethe.r the Board could, with-·
tive Bargaining with faculty.
out legislation, fulfill a conNo.t e that the questions
tractual agreement with a
raised are concerned with the
bargaining agent. He asked
how the Board could get rights and authority of the
assurances on an agreement Board and Mr. Davis stated
when the Board of Higher · · correctly I believe, that only
Board members, Board· CounEducation, the General Assembly, and the Governor play sel, and the Board Executive
such critical roles in determin- Officer should be directly ining budgets. Mr. Davis com- volved in finding t he answers
mented that it would be and using these to make a
embarrassing to the Board if it recommendation to the full

4--1

Christopher, are you really Howard Roark.

and Mary Lou Staton contributed 2 hits apiece and
scored 8 runs. Dee Lasco and
Boneta Morris each added a
hit to their fine · pitching
performances and Myra Bugaisky and Cecily Roland scored 3
runs. As a team, UNI stole 9
bases, the most this year.
The game was called after
4 ½ innings because of the 10
run rule. Judson's only score
came in the top of the 5th
inning, when the runner on
third was waved home because
of an illegal pitch by reliefer
Dee Lasco.

Marge, save yourself some pain,
stop reading the personals.
To the girl with the orange
Javelin, license # HE 1767. You
are the most beautiful girl I have
ever seen. I'd love. to meet you.
M

Runs

UNI

26
JUDSON · l

18
1

3
14

Tµe last game of the season
is today, Monday, June 2nd at
Judson College, Elgin, Illinois
at 4:00 p.m.

BOG Bargaining

board. The Task Force could
seek advice from faculty and
students as well as professi.o nals in the field of Collective
Bargaining.
In the discussion of the
· membership, I remarked that
this Task Force would determine the Board's point of
departure in collective bargaining if the Board elects to move
into that process. In that case
the faculty would select an
agent, campus by campus or
systemwide, and that agent
would then determine the
agent' s point of departure.
Surely no bargaining agent
would invite · Board Members
to a session in which what is
and what is not bargainable
was to be discussed. The first
task for the negotiators of
both parties would be to bring
those points of departure together to find a common
ground for resolution of issues
and contractual agreement.
My remark, in contest, · was
that " collective bargaining is
an adversarial process." The
bargaining agents are indeed
adversaries. The analogy stating that "you do not plan wars
with your enemy in the war

Hits Errors

stance

agent in negotiations is an
room," is imply a vivid illustration of the fact that you do
adversary. Intrinsically, Colnot plan strategy with the
lective Bargain,ing is an adveragent who will be your adver- . sarial process, thus both parsary when you implement that
ties • must be independently
strategy. I do not regard and
free to develop their particular
have not regarded faculty as
points of issue and to pursue
the enemy but I subscribe to
these through persuation, comthe fact that a bargaining
promise, and negotiation.
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Spring and Summer MCAT Compact Classes
Excellent Test Preparation
Voluminous Homework Material
Limited Class Size
Taped Lessons for Review or Missed Classes
Course Material Constantly Updated
Instructors Experienced in Your Test

Most COUIW$ b~in 8 weeks prior
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